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Abstract
This paper proposes a neural network approach for the
handling of disjunctive fuzzy information in the feature
space. This neural network model consists of two types of
nodes in the hidden layer. The prototype nodes and the
exemplar nodes represent cluster centroids and exceptions in
the feature space, respectively. This classifier can
automatically generate and refine prototypes for distinct
clusters in the feature space. The prototypes will form near-
optimal decision regions to meet the distribution of input
patterns and classify as many input patterns as possible.
Next, exemplars will be created and expanded to learn the
patterns that cannot be classified by the prototypes. Such a
training strategy can reduce the memory requirement and
speed up the process of nonlinear classification. In addition,
on-line learning is supplied in this classifier and the
computational load is lightened.

Introduction

Neural networks and fuzzy set theory are frequently used
to solve pattern classification problems (Lippmann 1989;
Zimmermann 1991). The objective of pattern
classification is to partition the pattern space into decision
regions, one region for each class (Duda and Hart 1973).
However, the decision region of each class is not usually
continuous but consists of disjunctive subsets of the pattern
space. Such disjunctive decision regions may be caused by
improper choice of features, noises, or be the nature of
pattern classes. In this paper, a neural network classifier
that learns disjunctive fuzzy information in the pattern
space is proposed. Also this classifier can rapidly form
complex decision regions with efficient memory
utilization.

The proposed classifier consists of two types of nodes in
the hidden layer. The prototype nodes and the exemplar
nodes (Lippmann 1989) represent cluster centroids and
exceptions in the feature space, respectively. The classifier
generates and refines prototypes for distinct clusters in the
feature space. The number and sizes of these prototypes
are not restricted, so the prototypes will form near-optimal
decision regions to meet the distribution of input patterns.
Then these clusters learn the mappings to the responding
classes. It is obviously that the decision regions may be

complex or even overlap one another so that the prototypes
could not classify all patterns correctly. To solve this
problem, the proposed classifier places and adjusts
exemplars to learn the patterns that cannot be classified by
the prototypes. The number of the exemplars generated
depends on the shapes of decision regions. The more
complex the decision regions are, the more exemplars will
be generated. This strategy reduces the memory
requirement while minimizes the amount of
misclassification. The exemplars can be nested inside one
another. It provides this classifier the ability to handle the
exceptions inside exemplars. Each time when a new
information is received, on-line learning (Simpson 1992) 
realized with the aid of the generating, refining and nesting
of exemplars. The inputs and weights of the proposed
model are trapezoidal fuzzy intervals in LR-type (Dubois
and Prade 1980), so numerical information and fuzzy
information can be learned well. Also the computational
load of the network is not heavy.

Input Representation

Each feature of all the input data, the network’s prototypes
and exemplars is represented as a trapezoidal fuzzy interval
(Zimmermann 1991) in LR-type (Dubois and Prade 1980).
This is because the LR-representation of fuzzy sets can
increase computational efficiency without limiting the
generality beyond acceptable limits, and the fuzzy interval
can represent various types of information (Zimmermann
1991). In this way, fuzzy information and numerical
information can be handled well. The membership
function for a trapezoidal fuzzy interval W= (wl, w2, a, b)
is

for x < wl

for wl < x < w2

for x > w2

where L(x) = R(x) = max(0, 1 - x) (Zimmermann 1991).

(1)
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The Classifier Structure

The proposed classifier is a three-layer neural network
model. Figure 1 illustrates the complete structure of this
classifier. This model consists of L input nodes, M
exemplar nodes, R prototype nodes, and N output nodes.
The input layer contains one node for each input feature.
Each input feature is represented as a trapezoidal fuzzy
interval in LR-type (Zimmermann 1991). These nodes are
used to hold input values and to distribute these values to
all nodes in the hidden layer.

The hidden layer consists of two sets of nodes: prototype
nodes and exemplar nodes. Each of these nodes represents
a fuzzy vector. Each class instances may generate several
prototype nodes and these prototype nodes will classify as
many input instances as possible. The exemplar nodes
represent the exceptions that cannot be correctly classified
by the prototypes. Exemplars used here are nested fuzzy
hyperboxes (Saizberg 1991; Simpson 1992). Each
exemplar node represents a fuzzy hyperbox. Nested fuzzy
hyperboxes are used to classify nonlinearly separable
instances that cannot be separatedbyhypersurfaces.

Let in.put fuzzy pattern ,Y = (Xl, X2 ..... )~z), where ,~’1-
¯ ~2 ..... XL are trapezoidal fuzzy intervals in LR-type and Xi
= (xli, x2i, ai, bi). The connection weight W/j between
input feature "Yi and prototype node Pj is also a fuzzy
interval. We use the similarity degree to indicate which
prototype node is the nearest prototype to the input pattern.
The similarity degree sj between input .~ and the jth
prototype is measured by

sj = l- COA(Xi)-COA(I~ij))
V i=l (2)

where COA(.) is the center of the trapezoidal fuzzy
interval. It should be mentioned that the feature space is
rescaled into [0,1]. This similarity degree takes value in
[0,1] and it is the output of the jth prototype node. The
shorter the distance between COA(Xi) and COA(Wu) is, the
higher the similarity degree sj will be.

The connection weight Vq between input feature Xi and
exemplar node Ej is also a trapezoidal fuzzy interval. Let
V~ = (vl,y, v2ij, cij, dU)LR, the subset degree rj between input
X and the Ej is defined as

2 - ~__,(xli - vlij) 2 + (v2ij - x2i)2,
/ V i=]

if vlij < xli and x2i < v20.,VXi E

1- .[1 ~(COA( Xi )- COAOTij ))2,VL i=1 k

otherwise.
(3)

According to this subset degree, when the input pattern ,~

falls inside the fuzzy hyperbox, the subset degree rj will
take value in [1,2]. It is higher than the output value
(between zero and one) of any prototype node and thus this
exemplar has privilege over the prototypes to be a winner.

ct ck cN classification results

..... _~_ _ _ _ I _f _I_winner take all

i:UtPe ut O~~~ O~ i

prototype~~.~ 7,/’~’~"~"~ ::::~’x~ exemplar-,,,
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Xl Xi XL input pattems

Figure 1. The structure of proposed neural network classifier.
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In addition, the innermost and closest fuzzy hyperbox will
take the highest value of subset-degree. If the input pattern
,~ does not fall inside the fuzzy hyperbox, the subset
degree rj will take value in [0,1]. In this way, the exemplar
nodes can handle the exceptions more efficiently.

The output layer contains a node for each class. The
weight vectors from prototype nodes and exemplar nodes
to each output node are adjusted such that when an input
vector is presented to the classifier, this classifier’s
behavior will be like to check whether the input vector can
be classified correctly by some exemplar. If so, the winner
exemplar (i.e., the closest or the innermost exemplar) will
send a correct classification output to the output node.
Otherwise, the input vector is classified by the prototype
nodes. The connection weight gjk between prototype node

PJ and output node Ok is either 1 or 0. The equation for
assigning the value to the connection is given below:

{I 0 ifprototypenodePj isclasskgjk =
otherwise.

(4)

The connection weight hjk between exemplar node Ej and
output node Ok is also a binary value and is fixed. The
value of the connection weight is assigned by the following
equation:

10 if exemplar node Ej is class k
hjk =

otherwise.
(5)

The output ck of the output node Ok indicates the degree to
which the input vector X fits within the class k. The
transfer function for the output nodes is the fuzzy union of
the appropriate prototype similarity degree and fuzzy
hyperbox subset degree. The output for the class node Ok
is defined as

ck = max sjgjk, max rjhjk
/=1

(6)

where sj is the similarity degree between input X and
prototype Pj, rj is the subset degree between input ,~ and
exemplar Ej.

The Training Algorithm

In order to handle the disjunctive fuzzy information and
exceptions, the training algorithm of this classifier consists
of two separate passes. Such a 2-pass training strategy can
speed up the process of nonlinear classification while
reduce the memory requirement. In the pattern space that
some classes contain several pattern clusters, the clusters
needed will be determined first. The pass 1 training
algorithm, named DYNamic numbers of PROtotypes
(DYNPRO), is used to find the appropriate number 

prototypes according to the distribution of training
patterns. In the pass 2, an on-line adaptation method based
on NGE theory (Salzberg 1991), named Generalized
FENCE (GFENCE), is used to generate the exemplar
nodes. The GFENCE algorithm extended from our
previous work FENCE (Fuzzy Exemplars Nested Creation
and Expansion) (Chen et al. 1997) is applied to handle
those exceptions distributed over pattern clusters.

The Pass 1 Training AlgorithmmDYNPRO

The DYNPRO combines part of the Kohonen learning
(Kohonen 1989) and the Grossberg’s outstar network
(Grossberg 1982). It is similar to Counter-propagation
neural network (CPN) developed by Hecht-Nielsen (1987)
and consists of two separate training subpasses. The first
subpass extends the Kohonen learning to a fuzzy version.
The fuzzy weights between the input nodes and winner
prototype node are updated by the winner-take-all learning
rule (Kohonen 1989). The goal of such a training strategy
is to cluster similar training patterns by a prototype node.
During few training epochs, the first subpass will
automatically generate the appropriate number of prototype
nodes according to the distribution of fuzzy input instances
in the pattern space. After the first subpass ends, the
second subpass is used to determine which class the
prototype node belongs to.

In the first subpass of the DYNPRO, the number R of
prototype nodes in the hidden layer is set to the number N
of pattern classes first. In addition, the initial weights from
input nodes to prototype nodes are set as random values in
[0.45, 0.55]. The similarity degrees of a fuzzy input vector
.~ and the prototype nodes are computed and the prototype
node that has highest degree is declared to be the winner.
This winning prototype node is then moved toward to the
input pattern X. The fuzzy weight l, Vq from the input
feature Xi to the winning prototype node Pj is updated as

= (7)
where ~is the learning rate initialized in [0, 1] and i = 1, 2,
.... L. L is the number of input features.

After a training epoch, the terminal condition will be
checked to determine whether the first subpass should be
terminated. If this condition does not meet, the current
weights of these existing prototype nodes will be saved and
a new prototype node will be added in the hidden layer.
The initial weight of this new prototype node is also set as
random values in [0.45, 0.55]. The above training process
is repeated until the terminal condition meets. When the
terminal condition meets, the fuzzy weights of the
prototype nodes saved in the last epoch are restored and the
prototype node added in the last epoch is removed. In
order to determine whether the first subpass should be
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terminated, one terminal condition is proposed. An
equation is adopted and defined as

total_ distance = ~ (m!n dl,j)
r J (8)

where dey = 1 - Spy the similarity degree between the pth
input pattern and thejth prototype node. According to this
equation, when the totaldistance is less, the centers of
existing prototypes are closer to the centers of
corresponding clusters distributed over the pattern space.
Therefore, training in the first subpass stops if the current
total_distance is greater than the totaldistance calculated
in the last training epoch.

After the prototype nodes are generated by the first
subpass, the second subpass is used to determine the
corresponding classes of the prototype nodes. Outstar
learning rule (Grossberg 1982) is used to learning the
mapping. Before training, the initial weight gjk between
prototype node Pj and output node Ok is set to 0.5. The
prototype node with the highest degree is declared to be the

winner. The weight gjk between the winner node Pj and the
output node Oh is adjusted by the outstar learning rule
(Grossberg 1982):

g;k = g jk + °cO’k - g j~) (9)

where Yk is the desired output of the input instance for the
kth output node and ~zis the learning rate. After all input
patterns are processed once, we determine the class of the
prototype node as

if g j~:=max g j~:
g jk "-- "=

otherwise.
(10)

where j = I, 2 ..... R. If the gjk is the highest weight value

of all connection weights, this gjk is set to 1 (i.e., the Pj
belongs to the kth output node), otherwise the gj~ is set to 0.
Note that this subpass will be trained for just one epoch.

The Pass 2 Training AlgorithmmGFENCE

To handle those fuzzy input instances that cannot be
correctly classified by the prototypes, the GFENCE
(Generalized Fuzzy Exemplars Nested Creation and
Expansion) training algorithm is proposed. The GFENCE
is used to generate and train the exemplar nodes. In the
FENCE algorithm (Chen et al. 1997), the exemplar in the
pattern space will not be used unless the input instance
exactly falls inside it, i.e., the exemplar nodes have no
generalization ability. Thus, we redefine the similarity
function of the exemplar node and modify the training
algorithm to improve such a condition.

The GFENCE algorithm begins by giving an input

pattern J~ from the training set. If the prototypes
constructed by DYNPRO misclassify the input pattern,
GFENCE then finds an expandable exemplar of the same
class that provides the highest subset degree. The found
exemplar will than be expanded (if necessary) to include
the input J~. Only the exemplar that passes the size test
and the overlap test can be expanded. If no expandable
exemplar for the same class can be found, a new exemplar
node will be created to represent the input l~. The
GFENCE algorithm can learn new classes and refine
existing classes without retraining, made the classifier
provide the ability of on-line learning (Simpson 1992).
There are four operations in GFENCE. They are size test,
overlap test, expansion, and creation. The details of the
four operations are described as follows:

(1) Size test: When an exemplar E that provides the
highest subset degree is chosen to be expanded, the size of
the expanded exemplar E’ is bounded by the size parameter
0 < p < 1. Such an operation tries to avoid the
overgeneralization of exemplars..

(2) Overlap test: When the exemplar that provides the
highest subset degree is expanded, the expanded exemplar
should not overlap other exemplars of the difference
classes for all dimensions. This restriction can improve the
predictive accuracy (Wettschereck and Dietterich 1995).
Two exemplars with different classes are allowed to be
nested. Besides, the exemplars with the same class are also
allowed to overlap.

(3) Expansion: An expandable exemplar node must
belong to the same class of input pattern, and pass the size

test as well as the overlap test. Only the exemplar node Ej
with the highest subset degree will be expanded to include
the input pattern J~.

(4) Creation: If no exemplar can be expanded to include
the input instance J~, a new exemplar node will be created
to represent this input pattern. The weight vector from the
input nodes to the new exemplar node will be set as the
current input pattern. In addition, the weight between the
new exemplar node and the output node of the
corresponding class is set to one.

Experimental Results

In order to illustrate the workings of our methods, two
databases Knowledge Base Evaluator (KBE) (Keller 1987)
and IRIS data (Fisher 1936) are modified to include
disjunctive fuzzy information for evaluating this model.
Table 1 shows the 18 instances of the original KBE data.
Inputs of each feature are linguistic terms. The output of
the KBE is Suitability, which takes the terms: good, fair, or
poor, indicating that the application of the expert system on
a domain is Good, Fair or Poor. To simulate the KBE
database to be a disjunctive database, we change the output
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Table 1. 18 Instances of KBE

Feature

Employee Solution Easier Output
Instance Worth Acceptance Available Solution Teachability Risk (Suitability)

1 High Positive None None Frequent Low Good
2 Negative ** ** ** ** ** Poor
3 Low ** ** ** ** High Poor
4 Moderate Neutral Adequate Complete Difficult High Poor
5 Low Negative None Partial Frequent Low Poor
6 High Negative Partial None Difficult Moderate Fair
7 High Positive Partial Complete Frequent High Poor
8 High Positive Partial Partial Possible Low Good
9 Low Positive Adequate None Frequent Low Fair
10 High Negative Partial None Frequent High Fair
11 Low Positive None Complete Difficult Moderate Poor
12 Low Neutral Adequate Complete Frequent Low Fair
13 Low Neutral None None Difficult Low Fair
14 Moderate Positive Adequate None Difficult High Poor
15 High Negative Adequate Partial Frequent High Poor
16 High Negative Partial Complete Possible Low Fair
17 Moderate Negative None Partial Difficult High Fair
18 Moderate Neutral Adequate Partial Difficult Low Poor

**: Don’t care

(poor) of the third instance to the term-Fair. For instances
2 and 3, we generate each possible term for the don’t-care
condition. Thus, total 340 training instances are generated
from the original 18 training instances. Two thirds of the
340 instances are randomly selected to train this model and
the remaining instances are used as testing set. The
learning rate for DYNPRO is set 0.015, and hyperbox size
is set 0.85. The experiment results of twenty trials are
shown in Table 2.

The original IRIS data set includes three classes:
Virginica, Setosa, and Versicolor. The data set consists of
150 instances, 50 for each class. The Setosa class is
linearly separable from the other two, but the other two are
overlapped each other. In order to have disjunctive
information, these instances belonging to the Setosa class
are changed to belong to the Virginica class. Therefore,

the modified IRIS databases have the disjunctive property,
and it is suitable for evaluating the performance of the
proposed algorithm. We randomly select 75 patterns as
training patterns, and the remaining patterns are used as
testing set. The learning rate for DYNPRO is set 0.1. The
hyperbox size is set to be 0.09. On the average, 3.6
prototype nodes are generated in twenty trials. It shows
that the DYNPRO can find the appropriate number of
clusters distributed over the input pattern space. Table 2
provides the results of this experiment.

Conclusion

A neural network classifier with fuzzy disjunctive
information is introduced. This on-line adaptive model
combines the approaches of prototype-based classifiers and
the exemplar-based classifiers. During the training, the

Table 2. Classification Results

Number of Number of Number of Testing
Prototypes Exemplars Hidden Nodes Recognition Rate

Modified IRIS Data 3.6 8.15 11.75 94.3%
Modified KBE 3.45 12.6 16.05 94.8%
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pass 1 training algorithm DYNPRO (DYNamic numbers of
PROtotypes) can automatically generate the prototype
nodes needed to represent the pattern clusters distributed
over the pattern space. It can reduce memory and time
needed efficiently. In the second pass, an on-line
adaptation method GFENCE (Generalized Fuzzy
Exemplars Nested Creation and Expansion) is applied to
generate the exemplar nodes, and it has a better recognition
rate than our previous work (Chen et al. 1997). Also
nonlinear separate and overlapping classes can be easily
handled. Each time when the new information is received,
on-line learning is realized with the aid of the generating,
refining and nesting of exemplars. In addition, since the
inputs and weights of the proposed network are fuzzy
intervals in LR-type, numerical information as well as
fuzzy information can be learned. Besides, the
computational load of the network is not heavy.

Although our model can be applied to disjunctive fuzzy
information well, there are some issues needed to be
investigated: (a) A policy to merge or prune some
prototype nodes that are activated by few patterns. Such a
policy will speed up the learning and recalling of the
classifier and will reduce the memory needed; (b) Finding
a better similarity function for the prototype and exemplar
nodes to improve the generalization ability; and (c)
Constructing a classifier with special nodes in the hidden
layer. These nodes can adapt to prototype nodes or
exemplar nodes. That is, the classifier would be auto-
configured as a prototype-based classifier or an exemplar-
based classifier depending on different applications.
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